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For 31 years, The Dallas Mavericks had seasons end in disappointment. Every year, they tried again to find the right
combination, only to find another dead end. But in the 2010-11 season, the Mavericks finally found the right mix around
their superstar, Dirk Nowitzki, and shocked the basketball world by winning their first NBA Championship. Through
extensive interviews and covering the Mavericks as a passionate journalist, Sturm illuminates what exactly brought the
Mavericks together as a team. THIS YEAR IS DIFFERENT covers all the important details of the Dallas Mavericks' 2011
championship season, including: The transformation of the Dallas Mavericks franchise from perennial loser to NBA
powerhouse. Dirk Nowitzki's career-long battle to cement his dynasty with an NBA championship, including a bitter loss in
the 2006 Finals to Dwyane Wade's Miami Heat. Tracing the ups and downs of the 2011 campaign, as the Mavs soared to
the top of the standings, only to suffer critical injuries mid-season and a string of losses which threatened their playoff
hopes. A game-by-game recap of the Mavericks' 2011 playoff run, as they battled through the quarter-, semi-, and
Western Conference Finals for a chance to compete for the NBA championship. The epic story of the 2011 NBA Finals,
as Nowitzki and the Mavs took on Miami's "Big Three," in a rematch of Dallas' heartbreaking loss in the 2006 Finals, and
how the Mavericks overcame all odds to win their first NBA Championship.
Highlighting the major economic and industrial changes in the lubrication industry since the first edition, Synthetics,
Mineral Oils, and Bio-Based Lubricants, Second Edition outlines the state of the art in each major lubricant application
area. Chapters cover trends in the major industries, such as the use of lubricant fluids, growth or decl
Includes: South Africa, Rhodesia, Zambia, Malawi, South-West Africa, Mocambique, Angola, Swaaziland, Botsawana
and Lesotho.
Our dietary intake comprises three macronutrients (protein, carbohydrate and lipid) and a large but unknown number of
micronutrients (vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, etc). Good health rests, in part, on an adequate and balanced supply of
these components. This book is concerned with the major sources of lipids and the micronutrients that they contain. The
volume provides a source of concentrated but accessible information on the composition, properties and uses of the
vegetable oils commonly found within the food industry. It includes the modifications of these oils that are commercially
available by means of partial hydrogenation, fractionation and seed breeding. The major food uses are linked, wherever
possible, to the composition and properties of the oils. This is a book for food scientists and technologists, chemists and
technologists working in oils and fats processing, analytical chemists and quality assurance personnel.
Tells how clutches & transmissions work - gear, friction, & hydrostatic. Gives basics of service & repair of major types of
drives, transmission, transaxles, & clutches used in compact equipment. Includes troubleshooting guides. It provides the
reader with a list of skills & knowledge that should be learned with each chapter. CONTENTS: Basic principles, clutches,
mechanical transmissions, hydrostatic transmissions, belt & chain drives, differentials, final drives, power take-offs,
service & maintenance & troubleshooting.
This book represents the seventeenth edition of the leading IMPORTANT reference work MAJOR COMPANIES OF THE
ARAB WORLD. All company entries have been entered in MAJOR COMPANIES OF THE ARAB WORLD absolutely free
of ThiS volume has been completely updated compared to last charge, thus ensuring a totally objective approach to the
year's edition. Many new companies have also been included information given. this year. Whilst the publishers have
made every effort to ensure that the information in this book was correct at the time of press, no The publishers remain
confident that MAJOR COMPANIES responsibility or liability can be accepted for any errors or OF THE ARAB WORLD
contains more information on the omissions, or fqr the consequences thereof. major industrial and commercial
companies than any other work. The information in the book was submitted mostly by the ABOUT GRAHAM &
TROTMAN LTD companies themselves, completely free of charge. To all those Graham & Trotman Ltd, a member of the
Kluwer Academic companies, which assisted us in our research operation, we Publishers Group, is a publishing
organisation specialising in express grateful thanks. To all those individuals who gave us the research and publication of
business and technical help as well, we are similarly very grateful. information for industry and commerce in many parts
of the world.
Since CAFE standards were established 25 years ago, there have been significant changes in motor vehicle technology,
globalization of the industry, the mix and characteristics of vehicle sales, production capacity, and other factors. This
volume evaluates the implications of these changes as well as changes anticipated in the next few years, on the need for
CAFE, as well as the stringency and/or structure of the CAFE program in future years.
The history of hot rodding and performance cars has been well chronicled through the years. Books and magazines have
covered the cars, builders, pioneers, engineers, early racers, muscle cars, street racers, etc. Most take a nostalgic and
fun look at the cars that many have loved their entire lives. Some even cover the lifestyle, the hobby as it involves people,
and the effort, time, and commitment people put into it. It is more than just a hobby to most, and to many, a certain wave
of nostalgia comes over them when remembering what the car scene was like "back in the day." The local speed shop is
an important element of the nostalgic feeling that people have when fondly remembering their hot rodding youth. Speed
shops were not just parts stores, they were a communal gathering place for car guys wanting to talk smart, bench race,
and catch up on the local scene, as well as to solicit the expert advice from the owner or staff behind the counter. Here,
longtime hot rodder and industry veteran Bob McClurg brings you the story of the era and the culture of speed shops as
told through individual shop's histories and compelling vintage photography. He covers the birth of the industry, racing
versus hot rodding, mail-order, and advertising wars. You learn about the performance boom of the 1960s and 1970s,
lost speed shops as well as survivors, and a overview of the giant mail-order speed shops of today.
The International Corporate 1000 represents a joint venture between Monitor Publishing Com pany of Washington, DC,
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and Graham & Trotman Limited of London. Monitor Publishing Company is well known as the publisher of The Federal
Yellow Book, The Congressional Yellow Book, and The Corporate 1000. Graham & Trotman's annual directories
providing data on the major companies in many parts of the world are equally established. The two publishing companies
have pooled their expertise in this joint venture to research, compile and publish The International Corporate 1000, A
Directory o/Who Runs The World's 1000 Leading Corporations. The directory was designed to help you identify and
contact the senior executives who lead and manage these companies. Accordingly, you will find extensive, valuable
detail about who does what, and how to reach them, but you will find little financial or statistical data. We have designed
the book in this way because we believe there is a great need for an accurate and current executive directory, whereas a
wealth of financial data is already available from many different sources. The organization of the directory is by key
geographical region, then by major country within each region, and then alphabetically by company within each country.
Includes a mid-December issue called Buyer guide edition.
This indispensable book describes lubricant additives, their synthesis, chemistry, and mode of action. All important areas of
application are covered, detailing which lubricants are needed for a particular application. Laboratory and field performance data
for each application is provided and the design of cost-effective, environmentally friendly technologies is fully explored. This edition
includes new chapters on chlorohydrocarbons, foaming chemistry and physics, antifoams for nonaqueous lubricants,
hydrogenated styrene–diene viscosity modifiers, alkylated aromatics, and the impact of REACh and GHS on the lubricant industry.
Advertising expenditure data across ten media: consumer magazines, Sunday magazines, newspapers, outdoor, network
television, spot television, syndicated television, cable television, network radio, and national spot radio. Lists brands alphabetically
and shows total ten media expenditures, media used, parent company and PIB classification for each brand. Also included in this
report are industry class totals and rankings of the top 100 companies of the ten media.

Fruit Oils: Chemistry and Functionality presents a comprehensive overview of recent advances in the chemistry and
functionality of lipid bioactive phytochemicals found in fruit oils. The chapters in this text examine the composition,
physicochemical characteristics and organoleptic attributes of each of the major fruit oils. The nutritional quality, oxidative
stability, and potential food and non-foodapplications of these oils are also extensively covered. The potential health
benefits of the bioactive lipids found in these fruit oils are also a focus of this text. For each oil presented, the levels of
omega-9, omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids are specified, indicating the level of health-promoting traits exhibited in each.
The oils and fats extracted from fruits generally differ from one another both in terms of their major and minor bioactive
constituents. The methods used to extract oils and fats as well as the processing techniques such as refining, bleaching
and deodorization affect their major and minor constituents. In addition, different post-processing treatments of fruit oils
and fats may alert or degrade important bioactive constituents. Treatments such as heating, frying, cooking and storage
and major constituents such as sterols and tocols are extensively covered in this text. Although there have been
reference works published on the composition and biological properties of lipids from oilseeds, there is currently no book
focused on the composition and functionality of fruit oils. Fruit Oils: Chemistry and Functionality aims to fill this gap for
researchers, presenting a detailed overview of the chemical makeup and functionality of all the important fruit oils.
Antioxidants in Food, Vitamins and Supplements bridges the gap between books aimed at consumers and technical
volumes written for investigators in antioxidant research. It explores the role of oxidative stress in the pathophysiology of
various diseases as well as antioxidant foods, vitamins, and all antioxidant supplements, including herbal supplements. It
offers healthcare professionals a rich resource of key clinical information and basic scientific explanations relevant to the
development and prevention of specific diseases. The book is written at an intermediate level, and can be easily
understood by readers with a college level chemistry and biology background. Covers both oxidative stress-induced
diseases as well as antioxidant-rich foods (not the chemistry of antioxidants) Contains easy-to-read tables and figures for
quick reference information on antioxidant foods and vitamins Includes a glycemic index and a table of ORAC values of
various fruits and vegetables for clinicians to easily make recommendations to patients
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